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OUR NEW POSITION. Working as part of a
winning team, you will be responsible for
developing and maintaining strong business
relations with leading commercial clients.
Delivering customised technical solutions
through the cultivation and establishment of
long term relationships with Engineering
Consultants, Architects, Building Owners,
Developers and Contractors. These are key
positions which offer the opportunity to utilise

your engineering skills and initiative to develop
your career with a true market leader.

In the 12 months since the Madrid bombings,
Spain has become a very different place

W

By ANTHONY HAM

HO YOU ARE. A commercially savvy,
client focused professional, with
outstanding communication and interpersonal
skills. You will have an established track record in
developing long term relationships within the
engineering industry and ideally are a qualified
mechanical or electrical engineer. Of course the
ability to comprehend critical business issues,
working in partnership with your clients, will
ensure your success in this role. Your experience
may have been developed within the
HVAC/Construction, Building Automation,
Electrical, Project Management industry or in fact
you may be looking at the move from a
consulting position into the commercial arena.
Please forward your resume to Martin Walker
by email, fax or post to the address below.
Please Quote: 1663
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Email: keenecon@keene.com.au
Level 50, 120 Collins Street,
Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel: (03) 9225 5235 Fax: (03) 9225 5121

CONSULTING INTERNATIONAL
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WHEN the dust settled after
explosions ripped through four
commuter trains in Madrid on
March 11 last year, it quickly
became clear that Spain would
never be the same again.
Three days after the terrorist attack, which killed 191
people, Spanish voters swept
the conservative Popular Party
from power. The new socialist
Government achieved instant
international notoriety by
withdrawing Spanish troops
from Iraq.
A year later, US President
George Bush is still not speaking to the new Spanish Prime
Minister Jose Luis Rodriguez
Zapatero.
In a country where 90 per
cent of the population
opposed the war in Iraq, such
moves came as no surprise.
What few predicted, however, was that within a year
the new government would all
but complete a social revolution, forever transforming the
social fabric of the country
and provoking open warfare
with the Catholic Church.

Spain is Catholic but in its
own way. People try to have
a good time.

‘

’

ANA BOTELLA, ex-prime minister’s wife

IS YOUR CURRENT JOB
DRIVING YOU UP THE WALL?
Do you have the skills for a challenging new
career with us?
Then you are already on your way to a new career with ASIO
as a Generalist Intelligence Officer. Of course, you would also
be required to be mobile and pass the necessary security and
psychological assessments. Applications close 4th April 2005

ASIO

For further information visit our website at
www.asio.gov.au/employment/gio/gio.htm
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The intelligence edge for a secure Australia
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Spain’s new liberalism at odds
with its strict Catholic upbringing

• Opportunity to Relocate to Queensland
• Major International Market Leader
OUR NEW COMPANY is a global
corporation, which has superior brand
visibility and is a clear market leader. This well
known organisation has a comprehensive high
quality range of technology based products used
in the home and commercial environments. Their
business continues to be strengthened by good
leadership, maintenance of their high quality
image and delivery of outstanding innovative
products.
Brisbane
based
career
opportunities have arisen to join this industry
leader due to their sustained growth.
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Exploration Manager,
International
New Dynamic Role
Brisbane based

The Vatican has always
considered Spain — where
more than 80 per cent of the
population is nominally Catholic — to be a bastion of faith
amid the moral relativism of
secular Europe. Although
Spain does indeed have strong
Catholic roots, modern Spain
is also a country where personal freedom is celebrated
like nowhere else and the protection of individual choice is
sacrosanct.
Perhaps it was not unusual
in liberal Europe that Ana
Botella, a devout Catholic and
wife of the former prime minister Jose Maria Aznar, should
openly tell reporters while her
husband was still in power
that ‘‘it doesn’t matter if someone has one or two or three or
four affairs’’. Where else but
Spain, however, could her
seemingly unconcerned husband respond by saying:
‘‘Spain is Catholic but in its
own way. People try to have a
good time.’’
And yet, for all that, Spain’s
laws have rarely reflected this
very Spanish love of freedom.
Until as recently as 1978,
contraceptives were banned
from sale in Spain and adultery was illegal. Divorce was
not permitted until 1981.
Under the dictator General
Francisco Franco, who ruled
Spain from 1939 until 1975,
homosexuals were imprisoned
under the Law on Social
Dangers which grouped them
alongside ‘‘ruffians, pimps and
professional beggars’’ and
‘‘those who exploit minors’’.
After democracy swept
away the old order and its
draconian laws, the Catholic
Church — which had stood
proudly alongside Franco and
provided critical legitimacy for
his rule — clung fast to its old
ways as if caught unawares by

the changes that were sweeping the country.
The Spanish church
opposed Spain’s 1978 constitution, which cemented
Spain’s return to democracy,
on the grounds that it neglected to acknowledge the
sovereignty of God and
opened the path to divorce,
birth control and a host of
other social evils.
In the meantime, Spaniards
were intent on making up for
lost time, embracing in equal
measure their newfound liberation and all that was once
forbidden. They did so with all
the zeal of an ex-convent
schoolgirl. In Spain, church
attendance is at an all-time
low. Some polls put the figure
as low as 20 per cent. Mr
Zapatero is not among the
churchgoers and, in April last
year, he became the first
Spanish prime minister to
swear his oath of allegiance
not on the Bible, but on the
Spanish constitution. Spain’s
new cabinet also contained
just one practising Catholic
among its 16 members. The
church was not happy but
remained quiet.
Then the new Government
announced a legislative program that is among the most
socially liberal in Europe,
encompassing euthanasia, gay
marriage, abortion, divorce
and allowing embryonic
research for therapeutic purposes.
Less than three decades
after gay Spaniards were being
imprisoned, homosexuals and
transsexuals will soon enjoy
complete equality with heterosexuals. This equality even
extends into the area of adoption rights. Only two other
countries — notoriously liberal
Holland and Belgium — have
gone to such lengths.
The new laws unleashed a
firestorm of protest from Catholic clerics outraged that a
secular government should
presume to challenge so
directly the church’s monopoly
over the moral well-being of
the nation.
So deep is the unease
within the church over the
Spanish Government’s secular
agenda that Pope John Paul
recently made a rare foray into
the domestic politics of a sovereign nation. Publicly
reprimanding the Spanish
Prime Minister, the pontiff
spoke of Spain’s ‘‘increasing
contempt for and ignorance of
religious matters’’.
He also expressed concern
that ‘‘new generations of
Spaniards, influenced by
religious indifference and
ignorance of Christian tradition, are being exposed to
the temptations of moral permissiveness’’ and warned the
Spanish Government that the
‘‘living roots of Christianity in
Spain cannot be torn out’’.
Criticism by the Vatican of
increasingly liberal European
values is nothing new.
Reforms in the Netherlands
and other countries with lessthan-dominant Catholic traditions have always been
viewed with distaste by the
church and held up as worrying evidence of Europe’s moral
decline.
But Spain is different. For
the Vatican, Spain’s Catholic

MAIN PICTURE: Spanish Prime Minister Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero lays a wreath soon after the March 11, 2004 Madrid bombings. BELOW: As few as
20 per cent of Spaniards are now attending church.
PICTURES: REUTERS, AP
identity is an inviolable article
of faith and the Government’s
social reforms represent nothing less than a threat to the
pre-eminence of Catholic
values in its heartland. The
vehemence of the church’s
response also reflects a growing awareness within the
church hierarchy that its conservative social values are
increasingly out of step with
Spanish public opinion, a state
of affairs which is contributing
to a serious loss of influence.
Recent opinion polls suggest that two-thirds of
Spaniards support gay marriage and 70 per cent would
like to see euthanasia laws liberalised. Polls taken at the
same time found that 61.8 per
cent of Spaniards have little or

Origin Energy, our client, is a leading Australian integrated
energy company, participating in most segments of the energy
supply chain. To date, the Exploration Group, based in Brisbane,
has focused its activities in Australia both offshore and onshore
and in New Zealand. The Company has now decided to develop
options for material growth internationally.

Business Development Manager

The Exploration Manager, International will be responsible for
building and managing a small team to identify, evaluate and
secure equity positions in exploration opportunities overseas.
Responsibilities will include assessment of potential investments,
advice on the constraints and scope for exploration expansion
and the risks involved and management of investments.

Ethics Advisory Role

Origin is looking for a Geoscientist with substantial overseas
petroleum exploration experience, someone who has an
established network abroad and who is familiar with petroleum
legislative regimes other than Australia and New Zealand. A
proven track record in basin analysis, play generation, prospect
evaluation, hydrocarbon discovery and participation in joint
ventures is required. Complex analytical skills, commercial
acumen and leadership qualities are required in this challenging
position.

Boeing in Australia is an integral part of the Boeing global organisation. In Australia, Boeing employs
more than 3700 people at 22 sites around the country, primarily in support of high technology aerospace
and communications systems for defence and commercial customers as well as R&D, design, test,
fabrication and assembly of aerostructures components.

KPMG is one of the world’s leading advisory firms and a brand that signifies
professionalism, quality, commitment and results. It comprises talented people who share
common goals and achievement drive in an environment of uncompromising integrity.
An opportunity has become available to join KPMG’s National Markets group and take on
responsibility for developing and driving strategies and activities to increase revenue and
contribution from a nominated major account. As the Business Development Manager you
will work closely with the account’s Lead Partner to build a robust pipeline of opportunities
and see them through to closure. Important will be your capacity to coach partners,
directors and managers to enhance their business development skills.

Opportunities are available in both Brisbane and Melbourne to lead the application of company ethics
and business conduct policy for business units within Australia.
You will interpret policy, provide advice and/or undertake investigations and periodically review the
investigation process, provide feedback and recommend discipline as appropriate. Separately, you will
ensure that company ethics and business conduct strategies are appropriately communicated to
management and non-management employees through quality advice and education programs. You will
also report ethical and business conduct metrics and recommend program or process change as required.

This role has a very high profile within the firm and should appeal to BDMs or Account
Managers working in large corporate environments with an outstanding record of
relationship-based solution selling to blue-chip clients. You will see yourself as an excellent
communicator and astute business person with a proactive approach. A capacity to quickly
grasp new concepts and translate these into commercially beneficial solutions for your
target client is essential. Professional services sector experience would be highly regarded.

These positions will interface with all levels of management in the provision of advice, education,
reporting, assignment of investigations; employees in the delivery of service; and ethics executives in
policy advancement.

Applications & Confidentiality

A very competitive package, including bonus plan, will be negotiated to attract the best
possible candidate.

To be successful, you will possess functional experience in business development, finance,
manufacturing, operations, marketing, or law in addition to strong experience in the field of ethics and
business conduct. Prior participation in Ethics, Governance or Compliance program development and
implementation is preferred. Strong communication, training and organisation skills with the ability to
work on a virtual team are essential. Due to the nature of these positions, Australian citizenship is a key
requirement so as to attain the necessary Defence Security Clearance.

6948
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Please lodge your application through the employment page at our website located at
www.boeing.com.au/BAL (with reference to the Category and Reference Number above).
APPLICATIONS CLOSE Monday, 14/03/05. Please contact (07) 3306 6162 for further enquiries.

Further enquiries to Lucy Christie at our Melbourne office on (03) 9288 5707.
To apply in strict confidence, email your resume to execrec@kpmg.com.au or fax
to (03) 9288 6999 quoting reference number P69184AG1.
55574

All information supplied is confidential to Strategic Resources.
Please enquire by telephone to Colin Williamson or apply in
writing to:

NAA A22

• Focus on increasing penetration of an icon account
• Unique combination of personal accountability and teamwork

• Corporate Governance & Business Conduct
• Brisbane, QLD & Melbourne, VIC (2 Roles)

Origin Energy offers excellent employment conditions,
competitive remuneration (including assistance with relocation if
required) and an exciting opportunity to make a significant
contribution to the development of the Company’s upstream oil
and gas portfolio.

S T R AT E G I C R E S O U R C E S
Human Resource Management Consultants
190 Greenhill Road, Parkside, South Australia 5063
Telephone (08) 8271 7166, Facsimile (08) 8271 7255
Email colin.williamson@stratres.com.au

no confidence in the church.
Some secular analysts have
even dared to suggest that
Spain is no longer a Catholic
country.
Amid the storm, Mr
Zapatero continues along his
reformist path. He does so
safe in the knowledge that he
is winning the battle for the
soul of Spain.
Drawing on the power that
derives from such a position of
strength, he recently became
the first Spanish leader in living memory to dare to suggest
to the church that ‘‘it wouldn’t
be bad if they progressed a bit
to the social times that we live
in’’. That it should come to
this in Catholic Spain is less
surprising than the fact that it
took so long.
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